CASE COMMENT
TRAINING
PREPARING FOR THE LAW JOURNALS PETITION

AGENDA
• What Is a Case Comment?
• The Case Comment Process & Strategies
• Using Authorities & Bluebooking in the Case Comment
• Maximizing Your Case Comment Score
• Last Thoughts & Strategies

Before we begin. . .

There are infinite ways to successfully approach the Case Comment portion of the petition.
This training is meant to give you an idea of what the final product should look like, how it will
be graded, and share some strategies past petitioners have used. The most important things to
do are to make a plan, take breaks, find a process that works for you, and work hard.

WHAT IS THE CASE COMMENT?

THE COMMENT- AN OVERVIEW

• A Case Comment is your analysis and opinion on how a particular court ruled on a particular
case.
• What you will receive: a source packet of about 200 pages
• The first source in the packet will be the lead case. This will be the case on which you are
commenting.
• The remaining sources (probably about 30 or so) will be other materials that you will use in your Case
Comment.
• You will not receive a formal prompt. You’ll analyze the lead case and source materials and come up
with your own point of view.
• This is a CLOSED RESEARCH exercise. The sources in the packet are the ONLY sources you are
allowed to cite. Do not conduct ANY external research.

THE COMMENT- AN OVERVIEW
• Your Case Comment is limited to a MAX of 15 pages total, including endnotes.
• You are not required to write 15 pages, but you should aim to write at least 10-12 for an
effective Comment.

• Your Comment should be split relatively equally between text and endnotes. This is
NOT a hard and fast rule, but you should pay attention to your balance.

THE COMMENT- AN OVERVIEW
Required Components

1. Title
2. Introduction
3. Part I - Factual & Legal Background
4. Part II - Case Description
5. Part III- Analysis and/or Solution
6. Conclusion
Other specifics: Times New Roman, size 12, double-spaced, one inch margins. Headers should contain petition number in upper righthand corner

***The comment MUST be formatted this way. Any deviation will result in a point reduction or possible
disqualification.

STRATEGIES FOR A SUCCESSFUL CASE
COMMENT

HIGH-LEVEL PROCESS OF CASE COMMENT
WRITING
• Start by reading the lead case VERY carefully. Take notes, highlight, etc.
•

Note whether you have any gut reactions or if anything strikes you about the case. Are there any lingering questions?

•

Make sure you identify the central holdings/big ideas, the reasoning and key facts leading to the holding, and any other interesting points.

• Begin reading other sources in the packet.
•

Keep track of how the sources impact the holding, analysis, or facts in the lead case. Jot down notes about the sources, including key
passages that stand out

• Decide on a thesis once you’ve read the whole packet.
•

You may decide to re-read the lead case again just to check your understanding.

•

Pick a thesis and commit!

• Outline your Comment
• Write your Comment
• Leave plenty of time for editing!
•

It will be helpful to read the grading rubric as you are writing and editing to make sure you get the maximum score possible!

STRATEGIES FOR THE LEAD CASE
• Use those skills you’ve developed from reading cases all year to make sure you
understand the lead case inside and out.
• This will be a source where it may be to your benefit to read the case several times
throughout the process. Your understanding may change as you get more information
from other sources in the packet.
• Use your gut! Make sure to remember your first impressions about the cases. These can
be useful in forming a thesis later.

STRATEGIES FOR SOURCE MANAGEMENT
• Find a way to organize your sources.
• Some people use color-coding; some use a spreadsheet; some use post-its or a note pad; some
use physical piles of sources
• An easy way to start could be to consider how the source relates to the lead case. Does it
support it? Does it go against the holding?

• Take notes and/or highlight to ensure you know the key passages
• Some people found it helpful to create a Bluebook citation for each source as they read.

STRATEGIES FOR SELECTING A THESIS TO WRITE
ABOUT
• There is NO right answer! You can take any perspective on the lead case, as long as you
support it with the materials in the source packet.
• Last year, the top Case Comments all took different approaches. And it worked for each
one.
• The Case Comment is about your analysis, use of sources, and writing.

SELECTING A THESIS - EXAMPLES
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The result was correct, but the court proposed no clear standard for guidance in the future; XYZ would be
a workable standard.
The result was incorrect; the court creates an exception to a constitutional provision that could swallow the
rule.
The result was correct, but it must be narrowly construed or it will have a chilling effect on remedial
measures by the legislature.
The result was incorrect; further, the court's standard is so complex that the outcome of future cases
cannot be predicted; ABC would be a better standard.
The result was correct, but the court never stated the real reason for its decision, which is X.
The result was correct, but the court's reasoning obscured the proper inquiry.
The result was incorrect; the court relied unconsciously on long repudiated constitutional tenets.
The result was incorrect; the court failed to consider a significant issue which would have been dispositive.
The result was correct; however, the decision appears to overrule sub silentio an important line of cases.
The result was incorrect; it will result in an inefficient allocation of resources.
The result was incorrect; the court misconstrued or misused precedent.

LET’S TAKE A LOOK AT THE THESES OF
SOME OF LAST YEAR’S TOP CASE
COMMENTS. . .
These four Case Comments were very highly rated last year. These Case Comments are posted
as examples. Note- these are not perfect. No Comment is. But it will show you different ways
that successful petitioners approached last year’s lead case.

THESIS: Court reached correct
conclusion in lead case but should
abandon public forum doctrine;
proposes a balancing test.

THESIS: Criticizes court in
lead case for not creating a
workable distinction between
viewpoint discrimination and
subject-matter regulation; calls
on Supreme Court to clarify
the issue.

THESIS: Court reached
correct conclusion in lead
case but missed an
opportunity to clear up the
uncertainty in the doctrine.

THESIS: Court reached
correct conclusion in lead
case but should more
clearly define components
within the forum doctrine.

STRATEGIES FOR WRITING
• Outline! Make an outline of your key arguments and where you envision using each
source.
• This is also a good time to make sure you are using a substantial number of sources! Check
sources off your list as you add them to your outline.

• Write a first draft. Remember, you have 15 pages MAX. Going over will result in a
deduction. This includes BOTH your prose AND endnotes.
• Leave plenty of time to edit. As you revise, check your Comment against the rubric to
make sure you are scooping up as many points as possible!

USING AUTHORITIES & BLUEBOOKING
IN THE CASE COMMENT

AUTHORITIES IN YOUR COMMENT
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Insert endnotes frequently. Everything you say must be supported! A paragraph void of endnotes will be a
red flag.
Endnotes should be substantive. Don’t just constantly use Id. Use sentences, parentheticals, and crossreferences.
Cite a lot of the sources in the packet. Graders want to see diversity in your sources—don’t just cite to
cases. Your argument will be strongest if you leverage different types of sources.
Only cite sources from the packet. If a packet source cites another source (like a law review article quoting a
case that isn’t in the packet), you may not cite that case directly. Instead, you must use cite to the law
review article, and then use a “quoting. . .” parenthetical (Ex: BB.10.6.3).
Don’t be afraid to cite sources that are contrary to your opinion. These sources are a perfect
opportunity to use more sources while using signals such as contra and but see.
Use a variety of Bluebook signals. Graders will look for signals other than just see. Try and incorporate
accord or compare… with…. Signals can also be a great way to discuss differing viewpoints and adding sources
that may not directly support your argument!!

BLUEBOOKING MECHANICS YOU MUST KNOW AND USE
BB 2 on typeface conventions. Journal writing is different from brief writing. It is important you know the differences illustrated in
Rule 2.
●
●

●

●

●

Every citation starts with a capital letter and ends with a period. Scan your endnotes!
Signals are always italicized, unless they are used as a verb.
○
See, e.g., Parker Drilling Co. v. Ferguson . . .
○
For an analysis of risk allocation, see Parker Drilling Co. v. Ferguson . . .
Case names in citations are NOT italicized unless it is a shortcite or grammatically part of a sentence. DO italicize case names
when they are included in the above-the-line text.
○
Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967)
○
Loving, 388 U.S. at 3.
Journal articles are like neapolitan ice cream: author’s name in ordinary font, name or article in italics, and name of journal in
large and small font.
○
David E. Berstein, When Justice Fails, 65 VA. L. REV. 557, 563-72 (1979).
Books use large and small caps.
○
RICHARD KUGLER, SIMPLE JUSTICE 25 (1990).

BLUEBOOKING MECHANICS YOU MUST KNOW AND USE
●
●

●
●

●
●
●

Six most important citation forms to know: cases, constitutions, statutes, journal articles, books, web sources.
BB 10.9: you can only use a shortform for a case if it has been cited within the five proceeding endnotes.
○
1. Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967)
○
4. Loving, 388 U.S. at 3.
○
10. Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967)
BB 4.1: you CANNOT use Id. if there is more than one source in the previous citation.
BB 4.2: know how to use supra and use it liberally with live cross-references in your endnote. (Note: internal
cross-references are NOT allowed in the petition.You cannot cite to your own writing or endnotes.)
○
Supras CANNOT be used for cases or statutes
BB 5: Quotes and omissions are important, because if your grader reads “...habeas is important,” they will lose their
mind.
BB 6.1: read this rule to understand why “S.D.N.Y” has no spaces, but “S. Ct.” does. Same with “F. Supp. 2d.” and
“F.3d.”
BB 10.2.2: remember to spell out “United States” when it is the entire name of the party in a case.

BLUEBOOKING MECHANICS YOU MUST KNOW AND USE
●
●

BB 12.10(c): When discussing the U.S. code in the text above the line or in a substantive endnote
below the line, use the word “section.” When citing, use the § symbol.
BB 3.2: page numbers for everything—drop repetitious digits, but leave at least two.
○
○

●
●
●

BB 1.1: Correct placement of endnote references
En-dashes instead of hyphens should be used for page ranges.
Parentheticals in endnotes generally begin with present participle
○
○

●

1065–69 is correct, but 1065–1069 or 1065–9 is not.
23–25 is correct, but 23–4 is not.

(holding that . . .)
(arguing that . . .)

Correct placement of quotation marks.
○

“Katie”; is correct, but “Katie;” is not.

STRATEGIES DURING PETITION
• There is no “right” way to do the petition, but there are some strategies that many of
our journal staff members have used successfully. We’ll review those here.
• Most importantly, remember to take breaks and make time for yourself! Petitioning can
feel overwhelming and stressful, so be sure to do things to recharge.
• What follows is a non-exhaustive list of strategies petitioners have used that we have
commonly heard worked well.

A SAMPLING OF STRATEGIES
• Read the lead case first, then the source packet, and then the lead case again before deciding on a thesis.
Then. . . just pick it and move on to outlining!
• Use Bluebook Exercises as a “break” in between working on the Case Comment.
• Set aside your two weekends to focus exclusively on the petition; work minimally during the week. Focus
on the Case Comment on the first weekend, and then decide how/when to approach Bluebook
Exercises.
• Work on the Case Comment during the week and Bluebook Exercises on the weekend.
• Only work until 5 or 6 PM each day and spend every evening doing something more enjoyable than
petitioning.
• Take a break whenever you hit a wall. . . Doing something to reset will help you be more productive and
see things with a fresh set of eyes.
• Check and recheck the instructions as you edit your Comment, including formatting. Get those easy
points!

MAXIMIZING YOUR CASE COMMENT
SCORE

THE CASE COMMENT GRADING PROCESS
• Each Case Comment will be anonymously graded 5 times: once by each journal, and again by a
different member of your top ranked journal.
• Grading is done based on a rubric, which will be included in your petition packet. Follow this
closely to maximize your score!
• Once all five graders have submitted scores, the top and bottom score are dropped, leaving
three scores. This will be your Case Comment score.
• Also note: there are no points allocated for punny titles, so don’t stress over finding a clever
title. You’re welcome to, but don’t worry if you don’t come up with one. A simple,
straightforward title works too.

THE CASE COMMENT GRADING RUBRIC

EASILY ADDRESSED REASONS FOR
POINT REDUCTIONS
●

Top three reasons for point reductions:
1.
Source not in the packet.
a.

No petition number in the header.
3.
No page numbers.
Other random samplings:
○
Title does not contain case name.
○
Over the page limit.
○
Endnotes are single-spaced and smaller than size 12 font.
○
Used internal cross-reference
○
Heading is wrong font.
○
Indents beginning paragraphs aren’t the right size
Takeaway: PAY ATTENTION TO DETAILS—FORMATTING AND SUBSTANTIVE
2.

●

●

Please don’t do this. This is technically an Honor Code violation. More serious violations may result in disqualification.

LAST THOUGHTS

LAST THOUGHTS. . .
• Remember to take time for yourself. You’ll do better work that way.
• Don’t stress (as much as possible). We know petitioning is stressful. We’re hoping that by
providing these trainings, you feel as prepared as possible going in. Control what you can
control.
• Make a plan of attack and try to stick to it. Many past petitioners have said that they wish
they set more structure for themselves upfront. You don’t need to plan out every hour, but
try to set deadlines for yourself for milestones!
• Do what works FOR YOU. You know how you work best. Get familiar with what you’ll be
asked to do, ask us questions, and make your plan.

LET’S TALK SOON!
You’ll have plenty of chances to ask questions of people who went through petitioning last year, and they’ll be
happy to tell you about their experience. Just a heads up, we’ve shortened the petition quite a bit from last
year, so their experiences will be helpful but may not be 100% indicative of this year’s petition.
We’ll talk more in-depth about petition strategies at the Petition Prep & Strategy Session before finals.
Finally, please reach out to lawpetitioning@umn.edu with any questions. If we can’t answer your question,
we’ll direct you to someone who can.

THANK YOU AND GOOD LUCK!

APPENDIX: ANNOTATED CASE
COMMENT EXAMPLE

